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Abstract 

Smart card is the relevant way of retrieving amount from the bank . The lost card is the brink of disaster. Some 

people might be tempted to wait and hope the card turns up intact, the wiser course is to insist solution capable 

to manage ATM vulnerabilities in the absence of  smart card . During the session of retrieving the replacement 

card  the pull-out can be done through querying in the website. To achieve high level of security our proposed 

system proceeds with random key and session key protocols. In order to ensure secure withdrawal, from 

prediction and identification of increased vulnerabilities caused by both online and offline crisis, an algorithm 

of session spanning has been used. This provides compact security functionalities during online session. The 

issues of losing cards in the critical situation can be handled by this application  ephemeral. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Banking sector creates credits from the acceptance of user debits. Critical markets lend money either directly or 
indirectly. It provides financial stability between customers and the providers. The user's account balance is 

securely maintained by the bank database. Bank provides the credit and debit system through which deposit and 

withdrawal is made possible online. Today people prefer to secure their asserts through banks.  Today banking 

achieve great reach, because of telecommunication and networking systems.  This approach doesn't require 

customer's frequent visit to the bank.  Banking allows automated processing of user's credentials, debits and 

credits. Today, most of the banks provide online services through internet.  Moreover, online only banks are also 

available. Today, overseas transaction is a great demand and there exists several barrier to perform it. However, 

despite these barriers the banking sector has become globalized and has reached greater heights. Bank enables 

ATM facilities that  allows people to perform financial transactions such as cash withdrawal, money deposits, 

fund transfer and provide customer's account details at any instance of time. 

II. AN ATM SYSTEM MODEL 

To perform transaction through banking we use ATM system model. The procedure is to insert the card in the 

card reader and use the pin for further processing. Information registered on the card’s magnetic strip , that is 
stored in the database is verified and questions about the pin number. The pin number is verified for 

authentication. DES encryption method is used here. It has a  56-bit secret key to encrypt  64-bit block of input 

data  . The DES encryption is preferred and the similarity is noted only for the output block rather than the pin 

verification.  If the similarity is succeeded then the user could retrieve the cash. This ATM model ensures how 

an input is been given for DES encryption and the output is generated for cash withdrawal. DES algorithm is 

short-lived and so the process of  retrieving the amount lasts for  a predefined time. If the lifespan is shattered 

then reinsertion of card is mandatory.  

III. SECURITY ISSUES 

 The ATM has a lot of security vulnerabilities though they use a high standards of security algorithms. Despite 

ATM being automated, it works over a computer which could be easily hacked. Tech-savy criminals can easily 
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hack ATMs. The software maintenance and updating is done through the track through which USB is 

connected. The system is prone to the third-party attack. The attacker can modify the existing program or can 

add some malicious details. This tactics allows the attacker to withdraw amount in the absence of plastic ATM 

card. 

      As there exists many insecurities in the security algorithms provided by the professionals, people tends to 

look for more securities in ATM. To secure data in ATM  two-factor authentication is employed, which allows 
users to verify their personal credentials such as user id and password before performing transactions . To 

ensure further security in two-factor authentication several online services like social media and email services, 

enable security by not only verifying the PIN entered but also verifying the  numeric code received as text 

message on the user’s phone which is valid for only a short duration of time. This method is easily liable to 

attacks because it is so easy to falsely simulate cellphone numbers through the smart phone apps that generate 

new codes/physical keys for every few seconds. 
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IV. CARD MISSING 

Among these security issues if  there is a chance of missing the card itself  then it doubles the security that it 

actually consumes. As the world is very busy and competitive at present a card doesn't seeks the importance of 

individual personnel . The probability of missing card is high. The existing procedure like reporting,  blocking,  

request for temporary card will not suite for emergency situation. An immediate need of withdrawal cannot 

proceed through these approaches. Everyone wishes for an easy way that overcomes these misfortunes and 

finally results a secured cash withdrawal. The individual need not worry about hackers. Our proposed system 
illustrates a query session in every bank website. A Random key is generated to provide uniqueness in query 

session .A substitute of the card’s pin number is the session key. Session spanning algorithm ensures secure 

session key generation, encryption and authentication. The generated session key and the key that is been used 

by the client is encrypted and matched. Random complaint number can be used till the replacement is been 

obtained.   

V. SYSTEM MODULE 

Three major protective methods are used 

• Random key generation 

• Session Spanning 

• Symmetric key matching                                                                                                                             

Random key generation 

               The query page contains two ports one for new and other for existing person who has missed the card. Once a  

new user enters the session in accordance about missing card, it requires some identity of the user who has 

logged in. the identification is drawn out through account number, password, card holder name. To persue high 

level of security phone number and mail address is questioned. If all these essential information is submitted 

then a random key is generated.  The key contains a four digit number which is stored in database. For every 

user there exists a random key. This key is used by the user to get the session key in order to access their 

account. The random key is sent to either to the mobile or to the mail. Once the user is logged in then he/she 

could use the same random key for further processes. Till the replacement is obtained random key is used. It is 

secured, as even any intruder identify the key they can’t access the account due to the retrieval of session key 

which is next benchmark of security. 

Session Spanning 

 Every time when we login using the random key a new session key is generated. The session key is any random 

text which is a combination of both alphabets and numbers such that no guesses for the  session is applicable. 

The session is also popped through mobile or mail.  This session key is used as pin number over the automated 

teller machine since the machine holds a separate path to retrieve cash. The session key is encrypted and stored 

in the database, hence it is not prone to any malicious attack. The span of a session key is short. A user is 

allowed to use this aliter it should not cause any troublesome. If the phone is lost then they could get it through 
mail and vice versa. The key lasts for about thirty minutes. The duration is extended so that it offends time to 

reach ATM. 

Symmetric key matching  

The session key is used to access the account in place of pin number. The text entered by the user, instead of pin 

number is encrypted. It is stored in the database where the details of user account along with encrypted session 

key.  The encrypted text is matched with the session key that is stored in the database .If the encrypted text and 

session key matches for the provided random key, the process is continued else it stops 

Our system insists an OTP method to ensure security using  random key and session key generation. Usually  

ATM systems do not provide such an elegant feature for money withdrawal. The cash is curled by the 

unauthorized personnel if he holds ATM card and pin number. Even if the mobile is lost, then the process is 
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continued with mail address. The exchanges in mail is highly preserved nowadays .Dual range of security is 

preferred in our system as if like 3D security. 

V1. CONCLUSION 

The cash could be withdrawn without smart card in an efficient and secured manner. It possess less time 

consumption when compared `to other alternatives. The access proceeds for a period that lasts until the card 

pricks our hand. The activeness of either mobile or mail is mandatory. Within an ATM malware attack the 

criminal is able to run unauthorized software, or authorized software in an unauthorized manner, at the ATM PC 

in order to perform one of this attacks. Targets the control of the dispense function in order to "Cash-Out" the 

ATM.  
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